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Abstract. Many software-related technologies, including software
development methodologies, quality models, etc. have been developed
due to the huge software needs of the Department of Defense (DoD) of
the United States. Therefore, it is not surprising that the DoD is
promoting open source software and agile approaches into the
development processes of the defense contractors1. The quality of many
open source product has been demonstrated to be comparable to the
close source ones and in many cases even higher and the effectiveness
of agile approaches has been demonstrated in many industrial settings.
Moreover, the availability of the source code makes open source
products attractive for obvious reasons (e.g., security, long term
maintenance, etc.). Following this trend, also the Italian Army has
started using open source software and promotes its usage into the
development processes of its contractors, also promoting agile
approaches in many contexts focusing on the SCRUM methodology.
This paper provides an overview of the SCRUM development process
adopted by the Italian Army for the development of software systems
using open source technologies.

1 Introduction
Software systems are becoming larger and larger requiring an increasing amount of
resources in terms of effort and budget. In particular, in the military environment where
the reliability of systems is of paramount importance, software costs and the length of
the development cycles represent rising challenges. To reduce costs and development
cycles, Open Source Software (OSS) and Agile Methods (AMs) are opportunities that
can be investigated even is such environment.
Considering the development process, AMs have been demonstrated their ability in
delivering quality software on time focusing on the value from the point of view of the
customer [7, 8, 9, 20, 24, 27, 28]. For this reason, in many cases, AMs are able to satisfy
the customer needs and create a strong and trusted relationship with the development
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team [15, 29, 30, 31, 32]. In particular, SCURM have been selected in many contexts
for its focus on agile project management [16].
Traditionally, OSS is characterized by informal development processes, unstable teams,
and different levels of quality [10, 11, 12], therefore adopting OSS may be considered
risky. However, in many cases, OSS development is supported by software companies
(both large and small) and OSS projects are no more interesting only to enthusiasts and
volunteers [6]. These aspects increase the interest in a business use of OSS.
Software companies often use different popular models such as the Capability Maturity
Model (CMMI) [1] to assess the level of quality of their development process.
However, OSS projects can hardly adopt CMMI, because it is too complex, requires
extensive efforts to be used, and does not take into account the characteristics of OSS.
For these reasons simpler and more suitable models appeared in the last few years such
as the QualiPSo OMM [14], QualiPSo MOST [18], OSMM [2, 3], QSOS [4],
OpenBRR [5], etc. Such models focus on different aspects of the production: QualiPSo
OMM deals with the quality of the production process, while all the others focus mainly
on the quality of the final product. Such models can be used to evaluate OSS and decide
if such products can be used in different contexts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related work;
Section 3 discusses how AMs and OSS can be used in the military environment;
finally, Section 4 draws the conclusions and presents future work.

2 Related Work
AMs and SCRUM, in particular, have been demonstrated to be very successful in
defense projects [17] helping the military to manage in a new way complex projects
that need to adapt quickly to continuously changing environments. AMs are used to
address such problems allowing developers to ship working versions of the needed
systems reducing the costs and delivering quickly. Moreover, there are several
approaches to track the status of the development process and the quality of the
produced software [21, 22, 25].
During the last 10 years, several open source assessment methodologies have been
proposed. Most of them focus mainly on the assessment of the product and do not offer
enough metrics to obtain a detailed assessment of the quality of the development
process [13, 26].
The first proposed assessment methodology is the Open Source Maturity Model
(OSMM) proposed by Cap Gemini [2]. It is the first attempt to standardize the usually
ad-hoc assessment approaches of open source projects. The methodology allows the
evaluation of 12 product related characteristics and 15 user related characteristics. This
way the authors of the methodology allowed a personalized assessment approach based
on specific user needs of the FLOSS product.
One year later Navica proposed its own assessment method also called the Open
Source Maturity Model (OSMM) [3]. This method is more compact than the one
proposed by Cap Gemini. Navica's method is more interesting for our research because
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it contains some elements that allow a partial assessment of the development process.
The method requires the assessment of six project related characteristics. The following
four requires some information about the development process: support,
documentation, training, and professional services.
In 2004, the Qualification and Selection of Open Source Software (QSOS) [4]
method was proposed by a group of OSS developers, users, and enthusiasts. This
method has been released with an open source license, allowing an open adoption
without any restrictions. The methodology allows an iterative assessment approach.
During the first iteration, the number of tools to evaluate are restricted, during the
second iteration, their number is additionally limited and so on, until we reach the last
stage where we obtain the tool that scores best.
Open Business Readiness Rating (OpenBRR) [5] was specifically designed to allow
the assessment of OSS tools that are mature enough to be used by industry. The method
was proposed in 2005 and its authors reused many elements introduced in previous OSS
assessment methods. The OpenBRR method contains also a few process-oriented
elements such as: quality, security, support, documentation, adoption, community,
professionalism, and others.
QualiPSo OMM [14] and QualiPSo MOST [18, 19] have been proposed by the
QualiPSo consortium in 2009 as two complementary methodologies to assess both the
development process (OMM) and the product (MOST). QualiPSo OMM has been
designed to be compatible with CMMI allowing companies already using CMMI to
implement OMM in an easy way. Moreover, it focuses on different aspects of the
development process analyzing it from three points of view: users (consumers of OSS),
developers (producers of OSS), and system integrators. Based on such profiles, the
methodology provides customized sets of characteristics that require evaluation.
QualiPSo MOST has been designed in conjunction to the QualiPSo OMM methodology
but focusing on the assessment of the product quality. Most of the assessment criteria
defined in MOST can be automated, simplifying the assessment process.

3 Assessing quality through QualiPSo OMM and MOST
The idea and the structure of OMM and MOST are inspired by the CMMI even if
they have been designed specifically to be lightweight and focused on OSS
development.
OMM defines three maturity levels (basic, intermediate, and advanced). Each level
includes a set of characteristics that need to be assessed. The characteristics are the
following:
1.

Product Documentation (PDOC)

2.

Popularity of the Software Product (REP)

3.

Use of Established and Widespread Standards (STD)

4.

Availability and Use of a (product) Roadmap (RDMP)

5.

Quality of Test Plan (QTP)
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6.

Relationship between Stakeholders (Users, Developers, etc.) (STK)

7.

Licenses (LCS)

8.

Technical Environment (Tools,
Development Environment) (ENV)

9.

Number of Commits and Bug Reports (DFCT)

OS,

Programming

Language,

10. Maintainability and Stability (MST)
11. Contribution to FLOSS Product from SW Companies (CONT)
12. Results of Assessment of the Product by 3rd Party Companies (RASM)
OMM is organized in three levels. Each level includes the characteristics at the lower
levels.
The basic level includes:


Product Documentation (PDOC)



Use of Established and Widespread Standards (STD)



Quality of Test Plan (QTP)



Contribution to FLOSS Product from SW Companies (CONT)



Licenses (LCS)



Technical Environment (Tools, OS, Programming Language, Dev
Environment.) (ENV)



Number of Commits and Bug Reports (DFCT)



Maintainability and Stability (MST)

The intermediate level adds:


Popularity of the Software Product (REP)



Availability and Use of a (product) Roadmap (RDMP)



Relationship between Stakeholders (Users, Developers, etc.) (STK)



Results of Assessment of the Product by 3rd Party Companies (RASM)

The advanced level includes all the characteristics identified in the basic and
intermediate level and adds deepness requiring more details for each characteristic.
The model has been designed to be used in different industrial context from the points
of view of the users, the integrators, and the developers. Therefore, it can be used in
almost any situation in which OSS is needed [14, 23].
As a complementary methodology, MOST provides the tools to access the quality of
the code of OSS. MOST have been designed with the same goals and methodologies of
OMM and defines a specific set of characteristics for the evaluation of open source
code. [TODO]
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3 AMs and OSS in the military environment
AMs are designed to support changing requirements through the implementation of
an incremental development approach and the close interaction with the customer. In
these approaches, the customer becomes part of the development team allowing a better
understanding of the problem and a faster development of a system that is able to satisfy
user requirements. In the military environment, software systems are very complex and
applying AMs is a challenge. Among the available AMs, SCRUM seems to fit better
the environment due to its focus on project management with changing requirements.
SCRUM divides the project activities into short iterations named sprints that are able
to produce a deployable (even if partial) system able to be fully tested by the customer
to provide fast feedback and fix the potential problems or requirements
misunderstandings.
A SCRUM team includes several actors: a Product Owner (PO), a SCRUM Master
(SM), and a Development Team (DT). To adopt SCRUM to develop software systems
through a close collaboration between the Italian Army and external contractors, the
SCRUM team should be organized in the following way:


Product Owner: he provides the vision of the final product to the team. He
guides the development defining the requirements of the product and the
related priorities. Therefore, he is the main responsible for the success or
failure of the project. His availability to answer questions from the DT and the
SM has a significant impact on the development since he is the keeper of the
knowledge about the final product. For these reasons, he needs to be a member
of the Army with a wide knowledge about the system under development and
a clear vision on the expected results. Moreover, he should be able to involve
in the testing of the system the people that will use the final system in real
operations. Due to the complexity of the role and the wide knowledge needed,
the PO is supported by a specific Support Team that includes people from the
Army and people from the contractors with deep knowledge about the systems
under development and the adopted technologies. The composition of such
Support Team will change based on the specific challenges of each sprint. The
main role of this team is to help the PO in the definition of the functional and
non-functional requirements (including security issues, compliance to
standards, usability, performance, etc.). The contribution of the Support Team
is very important in particular at the beginning of the project during the
definition of the Product Backlog and during the re-prioritization activities
required in case of relevant changes in the Backlog. Moreover, in specific
conditions related to the technical complexity of a sprint, the Army personnel
of the Support Team could take the role of PO just for the duration of the
specific sprint. In this way, the PO will be able to guide the development of a
large and complex system that can be hardly managed by a single person and
require a wide set of skills and knowledge at different levels of granularity.
The PO participates actively in the team in the development and in promoting
team building activities in conjunction with the SM.



SCRUM Master: he is an expert in the usage of the SCRUM methodology
and has a central role in the SCRUM Team coaching the DT and helping in
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the management of the Product Backlog. The SM helps the DT to address
problems in the usage and adaptation of the SCRUM methodology to the
specific context in which the team works. Moreover, he leads the continuous
improvement that is expected from any agile team. An additional duty of the
SM is to protect the DT from any external interferences and lead the team in
the removal of obstacles that may prevent the team to become more
productive. The SM is selected among the personnel of the IT department of
the Army. The SM and the PO have to collaborate closely and continuously
to clarify requirements and get feedback. In the Army implementation of
SCRUM, the SM has a stronger role focusing on supporting the team in
focusing on the requirements and priorities defined by the PO.


Development Team: as any SCRUM development team, people belonging to
the team are together responsible for the development of the entire product
and there are no specialists focusing on limited areas such as design, testing,
development, etc. All the members of the team contribute to the entire
production. The DT is self-organized and decides without any external
constraints how to organize and execute the Sprint Backlog (the selected part
of the Product Backlog that has been identified to be executed in a sprint)
based on the priorities defined by the PO on the Product Backlog. The DT
usually includes between 4 and 10 people, all expert software developers. In
this case, the team includes people form the Army and the contractors, even if
the contribution of the contractors is predominant. In the pilot project, the team
includes 4 people from a contractor and 2 people from the Army, in subsequent
projects we expect to be able to replicate such unit to manage more sprints in
parallel.

The SCRUM methodology is not a one-size-fits-all approach in which all the details of
the process are pre-defined and the development team have to stick with it without any
modification. On the contrary, SCRUM defines a high-level approach and a state of
mind for the team promoting change management and flexibility in the work
organization aimed at satisfying the customer needs. As all the other AMs, SCRUM
defines values, principles, and practices focused on close collaboration, knowledge
sharing, fast feedback, tasks automation, etc.
The SCRUM development process starts from a vision of the PO. Such vision is a wide
and high-level definition of the problem to address that will be refined and narrowed
during the development through the Backlog Grooming. The Backlog Grooming is an
activity that takes place during the entire development process focusing on sharpening
the problem definition, pruning redundant and/or obsolete requirements, and
prioritizing the Backlog. Moreover, in this phase, the PO defines the scenarios and the
criteria used to test the (and accept) the user stories.
Ones defined the Product Backlog, during the Planning Meeting, the PO and the
customers/stakeholders define the detailed user stories assigning them a priority that
are used to organize the single sprints. During the sprint planning phase, the PO and the
DT agree on the objectives of the sprint. The DT decompose features in the Backlog
into detailed tasks. Such list of tasks becomes the Sprint Backlog that will be
implemented during the sprint execution producing the (incremental) shippable
product. At the end of each sprint, a sprint review takes place to verify the progress of
the project comparing it to the expectations. The results of the review are used to adapt
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the Product Backlog modifying, removing, and adding requirements. This activity is
very important for the success of a project and involves all the member of the SCRUM
Team and the interested stakeholders. Additionally, other SCRUM Teams could join
the meeting if the project requires the collaboration of more teams. This activity is very
important to align the teams with the stakeholders and to manage the project properly
even if changes happen. The Product Backlog is dynamic, changing continuously
collecting all the requirements, issues, ideas, etc. and should not be considered in a
static way, it is designed to support the variability of the environment.
After the Sprint Review, there is the Sprint Retrospective in which the PO, the SM, and
the DT analyze together the sprint just finished to evaluate its effectiveness and to
identify problems and opportunities to improve.
In the specific context of the Army, the SCRUM Team should be organized in the
following way:
1.

The PO defines the Product Backlog that, based on the specific objective of
the sprint, may include:
a.

High-level views (e.g., Operational Views) describing the functional
properties from the operational point of view that can be easily shared
and discussed with the operational units.

b.

A natural language description of the user stories of the items of the
Product Backlog

2.

Based on the Backlog, the PO identify the proper people to include in the
Support Team. At this level, only candidate people are identified but no actual
assignment is performed because the assignment is performed at each sprint
based on the specific competences needed.

3.

Once defined the Backlog, the DT defines the Sprint Backlog and the PO
assign specific people to the Support Team selecting them from the pool
identified at the beginning and satisfying the needs of the current sprint.

4.

After these activities, the DT can start the execution of the sprint. Once the
development activities are completed (including all the functional and nonfunctional testing), the current design documents can be generated
automatically through tools for code reverse engineering. Such documentation
will be used at the beginning of the subsequent sprint.

5.

At the end of the execution, a review is performed involving the entire
SCRUM team and the stakeholders (mainly from the operational units) able
to assess the usability of the system in the real context.

6.

At the end of the sprint, a retrospective takes place involving the PO, the SM,
and the DT. Such activity focuses on improving the effectiveness of the team
through process improvement strategies and evaluating new approaches.

In the context of the Army, testing has a very important role due to several constraints:


Testing at development level: testing activities performed by the
development team in the development environment and in a specific testing
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environment with the same characteristics of the deployment environment.
Such activities are the traditional ones performed in any Agile team.


Testing at operating unit level: testing activities performed by the operating
units in limited (but real) environments to verify the actual effectiveness of the
developed systems in training and real operating environments.



Testing at certification level: testing activities performed to verify the
compliance of the developed systems to the national and international
(NATO) standards that are needed for authorizing the usage of the systems in
national and joint NATO operations.

4 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented an overview of the usage of QualiPSo OMM and
MOST for the evaluation of the quality of OSS and SCRUM for addressing the
development needs of the Italian Army. This is just an initial step for providing a
comprehensive analysis on how OSS and AMs can be used in such environment
reducing costs and increasing the effectiveness of the development teams.
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